Linkage of Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome with three marker loci, DXS426, SYP and TFE3, which map to the Xp11.3-p11.22 region.
Linkage analysis was performed in 19 families segregating for the Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) and in 1 family with X-linked thrombocytopenia using nine polymorphic DNA markers spanning the interval DXS7-DXS14. The results confirm close linkage of WAS to the DXS7, TIMP, OATL1, DXS255, DXS146, and DXS14 loci and reveal three additional marker loci, DXS426, SYP, and TFE3, to be closely linked to WAS. The linkage data are also consistent with the localization of X-linked thrombocytopenia to the same chromosomal region as WAS and support localization of the WAS gene between the TIMP and DXS146 loci. However, the data were insufficient for positioning these disease genes with respect to the four marker loci that map within this latter interval. Analysis of recombination events between the marker loci place the TFE3 gene distal to DXS255 and favor the marker loci order Xpter-DXS7-(DXS426, TIMP)-(OATL1, SYP, TFE3)-DXS255-DXS146-DXS14.